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The leader gave a talk in
defence of Mosley and
British fascism to a
packed meeting of the
london Forum this month.
We also had NBU officers
attending the first Welsh
Forum.

to be invited to represent the we scored a victory over
N.B.U at the first Welsh
Westminster with the Brexit
Forum held in Cardiff at the vote. he said the
weekend. The meeting was establishment was
well attended, with
demoralised and divided at
representatives from different the moment. he went on to
nationalist groups from across quote Enoch Powell and said
Great Britain. The atmosphere the Tories lie and labour lie by
omission.
These forums which now take was friendly and everyone
place across the UK are the was welcomed before the
Alex Davies- National Action
speeches
began.
only constructive nationalist
Alex spoke firstly about his
gatherings taking place where David Irving- Historian, The welsh family background and
patriots from all groups can Nuremberg Trials.
then went on to speak about
come together to listen to
David spoke about the
Saunders Lewis and militant
informative talks and do some trials,he detailed the Jackson welsh nationalists in history.
He spoke of the welsh
language almost being wiped
out but because of welsh
nationalists it is now law that
schools teach welsh and signs
are in both English and
Welsh. Sven LongshanksRadio Ayran. Sven spoke
about the hidden history of
Christianity in Britain and it's
links to paganism. He spoke
of the history surrounding
stone circles and the ancestry
of Trojan King Brutus.
net-working. Gary was seen diaries and how he came to
Milton Ellis-Welsh Nationalist.
in deep conversation with
read them. He later took
guys from the 'Pie and mash questions from the floor.
Milton spoke about the secret
squad' amongst others while Richard Edmonds- National of Benito Mussolini's success
in London.
and his achievements,
Front.
accomplishments and his
Tracy Smith reports; My
Richard spoke passionately legacy.
comrade and I were pleased about nationalism and how
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The following is adapted
from Dr. Peter
Hammond's book:
Slavery, Terrorism and
Islam: The Historical
Roots and Contemporary
Threat:

for their colourful uniqueness: The Netherlands -- Muslim
5.5%
United States -- Muslim 1.0% Trinidad &Tobago -- Muslim
Australia -- Muslim 1.5%
5.8%
Canada -- Muslim 1.9%
China -- Muslim 1%-2%
At this point, they will work to
Italy -- Muslim 1.5%
get the ruling government to
Norway -- Muslim 1.8%
allow them to rule themselves
Islam is not a religion nor is it
under Sharia, the Islamic
a cult. It is a complete
At 2% and 3% they begin to Law. The ultimate goal of
system.
proselytize from other ethnic Islam is not to convert the
Islam has religious, legal,
minorities and disaffected
world but to establish Sharia
political, economic and
groups with major recruiting law over the entire world.
military components. The
from the jails and among
religious component is a
street gangs:
When Muslims reach 10% of
beard for all the other
the population, they will
components.
Denmark -- Muslim 2%
increase lawlessness as a
Islamization occurs when
Germany -- Muslim 3.7%
means of complaint about
there are sufficient Muslims in United Kingdom -- Muslim their conditions ( Paris --cara country to agitate for their 2.7%
burnings). Any non-Muslim
so-called 'religious rights.'
Spain -- Muslim 4%
action that offends Islam will
Thailand -- Muslim 4.6%
result in uprisings and threats
When politically correct
( Amsterdam - Mohammed
and culturally diverse
From 5% on they exercise an cartoons).
societies agree to 'the
inordinate influence in
reasonable' Muslim
proportion to their percentage Guyana -- Muslim 10%
demands for their
of the population.
India -- Muslim 13.4%
'religious rights,' they also
Israel -- Muslim 16%
get the other components They will push for the
Kenya -- Muslim 10%
under the table. Here's how introduction of halal (clean by Russia -- Muslim 10-15%
it works (percentages source Islamic standards) food,
CIA: The World Fact Book
thereby securing food
After reaching 20% expect
(2007)).
preparation jobs for Muslims. hair-trigger rioting, jihad
They will increase pressure on militia formations, sporadic
As long as the Muslim
supermarket chains to feature killings and church and
population remains
it on their shelves -- along
synagogue burning:
around 1% of any given with threats for failure to
Ethiopia -- Muslim 32.8%
country they will be
comply. ( United States ).
regarded as a peaceAt 40% you will find
loving minority and not as France -- Muslim 8%
widespread massacres,
a threat to anyone. In fact, Philippines -- Muslim 5%
chronic terror attacks and
they may be featured in
Sweden -- Muslim 5%
ongoing militia warfare:
articles and films, stereotyped Switzerland -- Muslim 4.3%
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Bosnia -- Muslim 40%
Chad -- Muslim 53.1%
Lebanon -- Muslim 59.7%

Iran -- Muslim 98%
Muslims then start killing each
Iraq -- Muslim 97%
other for a variety of reasons.
Jordan -- Muslim 92%
Morocco -- Muslim 98.7%
'Before I was nine I had
From 60% you may expect Pakistan -- Muslim 97%
learned the basic canon of
unfettered persecution of
Palestine -- Muslim 99%
Arab life. It was me against
non-believers and other
Syria -- Muslim 90%
my brother; me and my
religions, sporadic ethnic
Tajikistan -- Muslim 90%
brother against our father;
cleansing (genocide), use of Turkey -- Muslim 99.8%
my family against my cousins
Sharia Law as a weapon and United Arab Emirates -and the clan; the clan against
Jizya, the tax placed on
Muslim 96%
the tribe; and the tribe
infidels:
against the world and all of us
100% will usher in the peace against the infidel. – Leon
Albania -- Muslim 70%
of 'Dar-es-Salaam' -- the
Uris, 'The Haj'
Malaysia -- Muslim 60.4%
Islamic House of Peace -Qatar -- Muslim 77.5%
there's supposed to be peace It is good to remember that
Sudan -- Muslim 70%
because everybody is a
in many, many countries,
Muslim:
such as France, the Muslim
After 80% expect State run
populations are centred
ethnic cleansing and
Afghanistan -- Muslim 100% around ghettos based on their
genocide:
Saudi Arabia -- Muslim 100% ethnicity. Muslims do not
Somalia -- Muslim 100%
integrate into the community
Bangladesh -- Muslim 83%
Yemen -- Muslim 99.9%
at large. Therefore, they
Egypt -- Muslim 90%
exercise more power than
Gaza -- Muslim 98.7%
Of course, that's not the case. their national average would
Indonesia -- Muslim 86.1% To satisfy their blood lust,
indicate.
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department allotted to them
LONDON FORUM
and they may not pass any of
Hello Gary,
the responsibility to any
system of committees or
Many thanks for giving an
other action-hampering
excellent speech on Saturday
bodies. We believe firmly that - the audience of 103 + really
action proceeds from the
enjoyed it. I think your
individual and not from any performance should go along
body of people however small way to restoring Mosley's
or however well-chosen they reputation and to cementing
may be.
the NBU as the premier
outreach organisation for
Welcome to this first issue
Gary Raikes
promoting Mosley's ideas.
of The Blackshirt, we hope
you will enjoy reading it and
Jez Turner
contribute to future issues.
The Blackshirt will be
NBU ON CHANNEL 4
available for public viewing
SPEAKING TOUR
and download on the NBU
website. We would encourage
Planning is underway for 2017
members to print off copies to
'In defense of British Fascism'
give out to family and friends
tour. NBU intend to hold
to help spread the word public meetings across the
British Fascism is back!
UK. Now we have officers in
The leader is working with a every region we will be
The editor
TV documentry company on a booking town halls to exercise
programme for Channel 4
our right to freedom of
LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLE about changing attitudes in
speech and to take our
Britain after Brexit. We are as message to the people of
Believing, as we do, that the always very cautious of how
Britain. These will be open
present anarchic system of
the media will portray us but meetings for members of the
sham democracy is one of
recognise that this could bring public to find out the truth
collective or committee guilt NBU to the attention of a
about Fascism. We expect
with little individual liability, large section of the public.
strong oposition from antiwe place the emphasis
We have turned down many freedom anti-British forces as
throughout our organisation requests for interviews etc
we struggle getting this
on the personal and individual from the media before due to
organised but we will
responsibility of the officer
their hidden agenda and will continue the fight for the
who is given an appointment. keep a close eye on this
right to freedom of speech in
They are completely
developement going forward. Britain.
responsible for everything
which happens in the area or
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SOCIAL NETWORK SITES purchase material for those is from both, the only thing
that can. Every penny raised common to all is the spirit of
is spent on propaganda for patriotism which animates
operation Citadel and towards any fascist movement.
building strongholds.
British fascism can save
Unlike some organisations,
Britain from the forces of
RALLY TO OUR BANNER disloyalty and disruption
who exist solely in cyberspace, social network sites
which are gathering for the
are a small part of NBU
attack, while the political elite
overall strategy. We should
fill their pockets with expense
not fall into the trap of
claims at the expense of the
thinking that sites like
tax-payers.
Facebook are that important,
To our members and
they are not. They are just
supporters we say the time is
one way of reaching people.
To put that into perspective Four years ago Gary Raikes ripe to redouble our efforts to
while we may reach hundreds re-lit the torch of fascism in carry the light to those still in
darkness. To the real patriot
of people on Facebook our
Britain by founding New
we say, "Rally to our banner
website is visited by
British Union. Many times
thousands everyday, July’s
during that period determined and help us to repair the
figure of individual visitors
attempts have been made to errors of our failed political
parties." They have all
was just under half a million! extinguish that torch by
enemies, very often disguised betrayed us. Our programme
This stresses the importance as friends. Sometimes they is sane, and, above all else,
of our sticker and poster
have almost succeeded. The practical. It aims at placing
campaign, simple eye
light flickered and grew dim, our country on a sound basis
catching logos pointing
but there was that vital spark to get back to where she
should be as the leader of the
people to the NBU site works. which kept it alive through
We can follow this in the
the stress of bad times until world in everything which
makes for progress and
office as we see increase in at last it is kindling into a
prosperity.
memberships in areas where flame that will sweep the
campaigns have been carried whole country.
Join our ranks now, and
out.
Thinking people of all classes, hasten the day when we
can once more hold our
So, as great as it is to have tired of the mess in which our
professional politicians have heads high as proud
support on here, what we
citizens of the greatest
really require is for more of landed us, are beginning to
seek a real alternative. British country under the sun.
you to get out putting up
posters and leafleting. If you Fascism is able, and willing, to
Sam Curtis
cant do that then maybe you supply it. British fascism is as
NBU secretary
could donate to enable us to distinct from italian Fascism
as German national Socialism
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New Fascist revolution

which prevails today of course leadership has skulked behind
means a revolutionary
the irresponsible indecision of
Fascism comes not to
participate in the party game change. But Fascist revolution verbose and quarrelsome
but to end party strife and to is national revolution, not the committees. The whole
sink the quarrel of factions in struggle of class or of faction democratic conception of
for mastery. For the first time party and of government has
a new national unity. The
nation and the interest of the revolution is combined with been so designed that by no
possible chance can any man
community as a whole stand patriotism.
on any occasion ever take a
above every interest and
NBU
hold
that
true
patriotism
decision and act. As a result
section within the present
combines love of country with politics in practice, has
state.
a relentless determination to consisted of promises in
bring revolutionary changes, Opposition and of betrayal
which shall adopt modern
and flight from responsibility
Britain to modern fact. We
in Government.
seek revolutionary changes by
legal and constitutional
Only Fascism combines the
means, with the willing
great principles of life and
consent of the people.
action, Fascism stands for
Fascism alone can bring the revolutionary change, but it
changes which are necessary employs the instruments by
in the 21st century, because which the necessary changes
can be effected with order
fascism alone employs the
and authority. Leadership,
methods by which orderly
loyalty, discipline, decision are
changes can be secured.
the instruments by which NBU
All the great instruments of will carry through the changes
that shall end poverty and
action, such as leadership,
authority, discipline, loyalty, suffering and lift Britain to a
pinnacle among the nations of
We seek in fact to establish a have been derided and
the world.
new morality of service to the rejected by the political class.
Individual responsibility has
nation. The winning of a
Gary Raikes
been destroyed and
system so opposed to that

FOR SALE FROM NBU STORE

www.newbritishunion.co.uk

Party badges, NBU Patches, flyers and posters,
flags, T-shirts, caps, membership cards + more
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HAVE YOUR SAY

are the most unkempt &
work mates at every
riddled with crime , compared opportunity.
to one that is largely homeOver the last few weeks the grown with Anglo Saxon stock C.S.Marshall
subject of fly tipping/dumping ( like my town of Ripley ). So
THE BLACKSHIRT AWAKE
items in the middle of the
there you have it , full
streets has been aired ,
uncompromising honest
THERE IS A THEORY
however neither the DT or
account of the truth.
THAT THE MAN APPEARS
readers letters have dared to
WHEN THE
tell you the truth...
Mr Michael Sharpe.
TIME CALLS..
Immigration is 100% to be
THROUGHOUT EUROPE AND
blamed for once affluent
AMERICA
area's of Derby being turned
INVADERS MOST EVIL
into something that
POISON OUR TRADITIONAL
resembles Nairobi. The
CULTURE.
Normanton Suburbia was
RAPES OF GERMAN WOMEN
once a very ' well to do '
ARE COVERED
region , where the likes of
UP BY THE SO CALLED
Doctors , bankers & business
STATE.
people used to live , until the
REDS OPENLY PROTEST AS IF
migrant population started
ITS 1917
coming into Britain in large
PETROGRAD
unsustainable numbers ,
EVERYWHERE ..
which in turn ' white flight ' Dear NBU,
WHILE JEWISH BANKERS
occurred , seeing the
KEEP DRAINING THE
Indigenous folk move out of I just want to say how much I
FAMILIES AND FOLK
the city to more rural settings admire what your doing,
THAT WE LOVE..
& amongst their own people. something is very wrong in
BUT A BEACON NOW SHINES
this country and it will take a
Without wanting to sound
IN THE SKY
uncouth & derogatory , just lot to sort out. After checking
AND A NEW MAN AWAKES
because third world migrants various groups and parties I
WEARING THE HERIOC
come into a civilised country came across NBU, what a
BLACKSHIRT AGAIN.
like the UK , it doesn't make breath of fresh air, someone
MOST FEARED BY SOME.
them civilised people , they standing up for the people
DAGGERS ARE DUSTED OFF
still revert to type & have a against the political elite
REGIMENTS ARE RAISED
third world mentality , so in proudly declaring themselves
COLUMNS ARE ON THE
Fascist....fantastic I signed up
their eyes it's probably
MARCH..
acceptable to disregard junk there and then and recieved a
AND MOSLEY SMILES AND
in public?. Without a doubt , reply the same day! I am also
SALUTES...
the area's of Britain that have now a proud holder of my
a large immigrant population official membership card
Pete Fox NBU USA
which I flash to friends and
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As crisis develops so must this can be effected. Firstly by with proof. Remember that
the intensity of NBU
propaganda which requires red doctrines have got there
propaganda increase. More money. Secondly by personal first, especially amongst the
and more of the available
effort, which needs self
young. The propaganda has
resources of the movement denial. If every member of
been skilfully and plausibly
must be devoted to providing NBU were to deny themselves broadcast and has been
the ammunition of battle,
to the tune of two pounds a spread like a disease
which is propaganda material. week we would be able to
throughout the whole country.
triple our activities. Could not We Fascists are like the
People should anticipate a
each of us forego one pint or antidote injected into the
critical period at no very
distant future and it behoves one packet of cigarettes a
veins of a sick person, every
week?
Many
of
us
could
do
us to see what British Fascists
one of us should be an active
more
than
that
so
surely
this
ought to do by way of
germ of health. We all must
appeal will not fall on deaf
preparation. It is plainly
be up and doing.
ears,
for
the
essence
of
imperative for each of our
It will need considerable self
members to be up and doing. Fascism is self sacrifice.
denial in giving up some of
our leisure time to study and
equip ourselves for the task,
and in making the attempt to
gain converts, but our country
is in danger, and is surely
worth all our efforts.
This is the first occasion on
which a wide public appeal
has been made for financial
help in our propaganda, and
it is the first opportunity
afforded to our membership
and supporters to help in this
particular work.
Please give what you can,
every penny will be used in
Not a day must be lost. Ours Passing to the question of
promoting NBU and Newis practically the only
how to increase membership. Fascism to our embattled
movement that is definitely It is the plain and immediate people, thank you.
organising to take effective duty of every member to
action, but it needs to be
enrol other patriots. Here
http://newbritishunion
vastly increased both in
again personal effort is
material and man power at needed. You will not convince .co.uk/propagandathe earliest opportunity.
others save by the force of
appeal.html
There are two ways by which your argument backed up
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JOIN US TODAY
Where we may differ on
questions of mere party
politics none can deny that
today hundreds of thousands
of our fellow countrymen are
denied the necessities of life,
while literally millions are
denied the amenities. We can
also agree that responsibility

for this rests with those who
slavishly abide by a system,
which by virtue of existing
conditions must be
condemned as both
incompetent and corrupt.

nothing short of a
their day destroyed by
revolutionary change is
infighting along with a lack of
needed to give the people the both discipline and loyalty,
country they demand.
banished to the very fringe of
the political world. Forming
It is merely when we
new parties is not the
approach the method and
nature of the change that we answer; it is the whole
system that has to be
find ourselves in opposing
challenged and changed, and
camps. Yet the very fact of
to do that we must build a
the existence of opposing

camps serves to perpetuate
the evils we desire to abolish
and it is only by fostering
division and hatred among
the people that the system
we all know to be rotten
Who among us contemplating thrives.
the ever-growing army of
Our core aims are the same
immigrants coming to Britain but due to disunity can never
can but agree that the old
be realised. The old
order must go, and that
‘nationalist’ parties have had

movement to take our
message to the people.
That movement is New
British Union, disciplined,
organised, dedicated, a
movement that
understands the meaning
of loyalty and honour, a
movement that will
succeed.
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gamble from safety. No more
CALLING THE
The national awakening will capitalist war in the interest
YOUTH OF BRITAIN not only clean up politics, but of one class or one party, no
also the Press, and persons more brothers wars. If fascist
To create a new and greater who have nothing nobler to Britain ever goes to war it will
Britain a change in attitude to do than stir up the feelings of only be when the safety of
Britons against other sections the country is in danger, in
Britain, an awakening to
consciousness of the whole of the nation, or against other self-defence.
nation will be required. This and friendly nations in order
National awakening can only to make money will find short At present our youth, from
shrift, be they Muslim, Jew or whom we expect so much,
come through Fascist
Christian.
has little ambition in life. The
revolution through a
noblest aim we find among
movement penetrating and
youths today is to get a soft
inspiring every single branch
job and have an easy time.
of the Nations life. Britain can
But has anyone shown the
only become great and virile
way, has anyone ever
once more if this movement is
suggested to youth in the last
British to the core. It must
twenty years a single practical
bring all the finest qualities of
ambition which is not selfBritish Character back into
centred?They are bought up
their old place of honour. The
half ashamed of the great
phrase “a British gentleman”
country they have inherited.
must win a new and higher
Little or no attempt is made
meaning. At present it means
to inspire youth with British
little or nothing.
ideals or to give them a
If youth hears our appeal
beginning of national
It is the normal and natural
there is not a moments doubt consciousness.
development of the
that it will respond,it holds
21st century that national
the future of the nation in its
rebirth should come to Britain hands. We are the only party Fascism will give our
through fascist revolution. It that understands youth and youth a clear, honourable,
and worthy aim and goal
is the crystallised expression can offer it the chance and
in life. May the whole
of our national character and honour to serve Britain in
youth of Britain awake
personality. No other
times of peace. Other parties now before its too late,
movement can take lasting
have always neglected youth
hold on Britain, for it would until they found occasion to the eleventh hour has
not be adapted to our geo- call upon them to immolate already struck.
political position or our
themselves on the battlefield Gary Raikes
national temperament.
while they directed the
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require to work for it, there is
no quick fix, you will never
get anything for nothing
Usury – the act of making
On
the
lower
end
of
the
scale
without someone somewhere
unethical or immoral
we
have
Quick
Quid,
Wonga,
taking the hit for it.
monetary loans. This ancient
Kwik
Cash,
Pounds
to
and reviled practice that has
Pockets, Payday UK, Cash
Do not become a victim of
been despised from the
Lady
(which
also
state
they
these LOAN SHARKS, all
beginning of time is rife
lend to men too!), Zebit, Cash members should do
among us today.
Cow Now……..the list goes
everything in their power to
on.
bring down these parasitic
We have corrupt bankers
vermin at every opportunity.
exploiting working people
Let
us
make
no
doubt
about
it
lending money to people who
have no means of ever paying these cretins are dealing in Their Kingdom will fall.
misery preying on the most
it back . These are the top
Hail Victory.
unfortunate people in our
level conmen who have
duped the nation, their greed society as long as the loan is John Ryan
secured….think about it.
and perseverance to make

Usury

society is a vile and evil
practice.

money without actually doing
If we want something we
anything that adds value to
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THE WATCHWORD
OF FASCISM
‘Britain Awake’ has been a
constant watchword of British
Fascism ever since it was first
founded. But exactly which
type of British men and
women do we wish to
awaken? Especially we appeal
to the youth and exservicemen of this country.

And that is where team-work
comes in. We want to teach
every man and woman in
Britain the meaning of
Fascism. A great deal of work
has to be done and that is
where we ask for your help. It
is your duty to help us realise
our idea.

It is for the young men and
women who have the whole
of their lives ahead of them to
On no account, however,
decide. For their service there
must you throw yourself
is no material reward, but
headlong into this movement.
there is the realisation that
Your duty in the movement is
they have helped to raise
simply this, in whatever rank If you are committed to our their country to the standard
you may be placed work
cause you will wish to see not of a great nation again.
unceasingly and untiringly to only your family and friends,
promote the truth of British but also all the other millions Every leaflet handed out,
Fascism and NBU.
who are living under sham
every poster put up, every
democracy reborn into a new conservation that leads to a
It is essential in the Fascist
Britain. A Britain which
visit to our website is another
movement that everybody,
admires and respects every shot fired in the war of truth,
Party/Command officers and member in its community, a to inform and educate our
members, work together. It is Britain whose duty it shall be people is a noble cause, to
essential for the cause, and if to undertake to look after her awake Britain our mission, a
you are a true Fascist the
citizens instead of looking
struggle in which every
cause should be one of the after the City of London. That Blackshirt has their part to
most important things in your is Fascism.
play.
life.
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ALL THESE BOOKS AND MANY MORE AVAILABLE

www.stevenbooks.co.uk
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The NBU revolution is a
the works along with
covert one, a revolution numerous members sitting on
against the ballot box. We parish councils. When the
plan to stand members as
time is right and we have
'independent candidates' in all hundreds of local councillors
elections. Our members will we will declare en-mass for
concentrate on local issues
NBU and British Fascism
free from the dead hand of sending a huge shock-wave
political party rule. We will
through the establishment.
target the political elite and We will present to the public
expose their corruption and a movement that already has
lies under our slogan 'People hundreds of members elected
not politicians'. No need to
and which is ready for the
strut the political stage
next step, a parliamentary
sporting a colourful rosette
seat! The next phase is for us
making you a target of the
to identify our members
What we call the quiet
Marxist liberal scum. The NBU willing to stand in their
revolution has reached
will assist all our candidates communities as 'independent the home of political
with leaflet design and
candidates', people not
power, we have had one of
electoral paperwork etc, we politicians! We will build a
our members elected as a
will advise on Parish and
candidate file and ensure you National Youth Member of
Community Councils as well get all the information and
Parliament. Parish and
as County Council elections. help you need to stand in
community Councillors, local
This will be done however in your area. This then is the
and County Councillors and
the background leaving our NBU 'Quiet revolution', no
now a Youth MP in what is a
candidates free to campaign fuss, no confrontation, no
resounding endorsement of
openly without the lefts usual demos or marches just decent the leaders tactics and
attacks and accusations of
people working to save their planning. No other patriotic
being racist Nazis etc. Each country.
party after 40+ years can
candidate will concentrate on
claim this nor can any of the
an issue that effects their
talking shop intellectual
personal community
groups or street movements.
appealing to the 60-70% of
All their marching, demos and
people who no longer vote for
talking get them nowhere
any political party in local
while NBU are getting people
elections. We already have
in seats right across the
one County Councillor elected
country.
as an independent who is
busy throwing a spanner in
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